EU Declaration of Conformity

Manufacturer: rofa Bekleidungswerk GmbH & Co. KG
Fabriksstr. 23
48465 Schüttorf

Notified body - Testing institute:
STFI - Sächsisches Textilforschungsinstitut e.V.- 0516
Annaberger Str. 240
09125 Chemnitz

The manufacturer declares on its own responsibility that the product described/depicted below*

1552025 - Jacket 2025 MULTI SIX

complies with the relevant PPE harmonisation provisions of (EU) Regulation 425/2016 as well as the harmonized provisions of the following listed standard/s

EN 61482-2:2018 - Class 1, Class 2
EN 1149-3:2004 and EN 1149-5:2018
EN ISO 13688:2013
EN ISO 11611:2015 - Class 2, A1, A2
EN ISO 11612:2015 - A1, A2, B1, C1, E2, F1

*optionally fitted with embroidery, embroidered label, or (thermal) transfers (only valid if made of the same materials as the ones certified with the prototype, as well as the manufacturer specifications regarding the items placement and execution procedures).

The above-mentioned notified body with the given identification code, carried out the (EU) prototype testing and issued the EU Prototype testing certificate with the number V0520/19-0544/19

The PPE is subjected to the conformity assessment procedure according to Module D (conformity with the prototype, in accordance with the quality assurance regulations applied for the manufacturing process) under the supervision of DEKRA Testing and Certification GmbH notified body, identified with the code number 0158.

The product complies with a version of the PPE (Personal Protective Equipment) which has been the subject of a type approval test carried out by the aforementioned testing institute. The listed and approved alterations of the basic model will not alter the PPE protective capabilities.

Schüttorf, 18.12.2019
City, Date

Silke Kamps (Management)
Jens Falley (Management)